
ORPHAN RESCUE

Orphan Rescue follows the global success of the feature documentary Little Monkey
House. We are back in South Africa at the Vervet Monkey Foundation where 600
Vervets provide never-ending unpredictable excitment. From emergency rescues to
monkey escapes and unexpected arrivals, life at the VMF is a constant rollercoaster
of emotion and wildlife rehabilitation.
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Main Concept :
Following the global success of the feature documentary Little Monkey House, we are back in South Africa at the Vervet Monkey 
Foundation where nearly 600 Vervets provide an endless supply of unexpected antics, unpredicatable emergencys and a fresh
emotional rollercoaster from episode to episode. Viewers will come to know individual monkeys and their personalities, they will 
meet the staff and volunteers who care for the monkeys and they will fall in love with this volunteer run sanctuary in the middle of 
the South African bush. 

1. Where are we? We’re back at the Vervet Monkey Foundation in the poorest province of South Africa. Life after baby season
has not slowed down. The farm ridden landscape that surrounds the VMF creates a constant supply of new arrivals and emergency
calls. Rainy season was short and dry and has left the VMF hurting for water, they are forced to truck water in from the local
municipality. Power outages are an unwelcome visitor to a property filled with electric fenses and the dry weather has left many
monkeys ill and in sickbay.

3. Rescue and rehabilitation. Every monkey is different. There are geriatrics who get sick frequently, young males fighting
for dominance, juveniles learning their place in the troop, ex-pets trying to integrate and road accident victims in need of urgent 
care. Every monkey gets their own treatment. From maintenance to deworming, from hands on veterinary work to emergency 
rescues the rehabilitation of an orphaned monkey is no walk in the park and it’s always something different.

2. Staff and Volunteers. In charge of the VMF is a man named Dave Du Toit who built the sanctuary with his bare hands. 
His right hand woman is Josie Du Toit - chief rehabilitator and co-director. At their service is an ever changing team of volunteers 
and long term staff members - some with experience, some with none. To compliment them is a core group of local workers who 
are the glue to the VMF, if and when they decide to show up for work. There is a lot of learning on the job and the environment 
can be hectic, but there are plenty of laughs and moments of triumph along the way.



5. Episodes. Orphan Rescue delivers the viewer a hands on experience into life at the Vervet Monkey Foundation - what its like 
to care for detested monkeys and bare the elements in a third world country on a limited budget.

The Expected - There are some staple routines that will be featured - such as the intense process of aquiring food and feeding 
nearly 600 monkeys 3 times a day. There is the relentless montitoring of each and every monkey every day, watching for injuries 
and illnesses, managing medications for the geriatrics and the new arrivals and the chronic individuals like the blind monkeys. 
There are always new integrations of monkeys into troops but those are also unpredictable and of course staff must always carry 
their sticks and keep mind of the pesky Bandit troop of Vervets who roam free of enclosures and love to cause mischeif. 

The Unexpected - The heart of the show comes from the unexpected. Baboons make suprise appearances, electric fences 
fail and monkeys escape, fights break out and take us into surgery, sick bay provides harrowing stories of rescue and recovery, 
road accident victims arrive unexpectedly, releases back to the wild bring a tear to everyones eyes.  Sitting on top of all of this 
maddness is Dave Du Toit, juggling 100’s of volunteers, 100’s of monkeys, wrangling everything the foundation could ever 
need and trying to hold together his staff with a shoestring budget and a never ending love for wildlife.
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